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Introduction 

Latir,os-U.S. residents c Kican American, Puerto Ri- 
can. Cuban. or a variety of other "Hispanic" backgrrunds--are the 
nation's second-largest minority group. after African Americans. com- 
prising about e percent o f  the population. They are Aso one of the 
nation's fastest.growing groups and may well be the largest minority 
by early in the twenty-first century Latinos already constitute 25 per- 
cent or more of the population in California and Texas. Latino rtudents 
in elementary and secondary schoo's represent disproportionately iarge 
shares of the rchool-age population and probably actual school al- 
tenders: in the future, tkis disproportion will probably increase. Vet. 
despite their numbers. Latinos in the United States have not recrived 
much attention in political science research. and there has been little 
effort to bring mgether or systematically discucs the implications of the 
analyses that d83 exist (Avalos 1989; Wilson 1985: Barber 1990). The 
dearth of research on Latino politics is ilseli notable and suggntive. 
(We speculate on t h i s  in Chapter I , ) . )  

Latino politics has panicular characteristics that r h d d  be rrcop- 
nized and understood in and of themselves: a t  the same time, i t  must 
also be viewed in relation to the larger U.S.  political system (see M. 
Garcia 1989. 302). For example. because of population concentration. 
urban politics is the arena in which we would expect Latino poitical 
activity to be greatest: we therefore need to look at recent theorctical 
and "empirical" work regarding the broade: urban pAitical syitem. 
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Similarly. education, a major policy concern in US. society in general, 
is especially salient for Latinos. given their low socioeconomic status, 
because of its significaice for economic and social n~obility. 

Understanding Latino politics in the United Stater has proved chal- 
lenging and elusive, lo. a number of interrelated reazons. First, there is 
a question whether scmething that can be delined as Latino or His- 
panic politics really exists. The question arises panlyfrom the diversity 
(if the Hispanic population. Indeed, several identifiable Latino groups 
can be identified by na~ionality. Mexican Americans make up about 61 
percent of the total Latno population, Pueno Ricansabout 15 2srcent. 
and Cubans 5 percent; the remaining 18 to 20 percent are "other His- 
panics." Moreover, suxtantial differences exist, for instance. within 
jusi one of the Latino groups, Mexican Americans, in terms of socio- 
economic status, histcrical experience in the various southnestern 
states, and su on (Connor 1985; Garcia and de la Gaiza 1977). Conse- 
quently it is not readily apparent that there is a Latin3 politics. Latinos 
may be a group in name-a nominal group-but not necessarily a 
politically identifiable ~roup.  Some observers see thii lack of political 
ana related social-psychological identification. within a s  well as be- 
tween group,, as a m+or explanation for the lack of Latino political 
influence, "Latino politics" assumes certain similaririrs within and be- 
tween groups of  Americans of Hispanic descent that have not always 
been borne out in polit cal action or in research. 

Nevertheless. as Joan Moore and Harry Pachon (1985) point out. 
viewing "Hispanics" (tteir word) ds a distinctive g r o ~ p  may he appro- 
priate. First. the Me situations of all Hispanic minorities in the United 
States seem to be converging; thii is occurring despite their disiinctive 
histories and separate icentities. "Second. the Hispani: populations are 
increasingly being treatrd as a group with common characteristics and 
common problems. In some respects. they are begirning to think of 
themselves as sharing many problems" (Motire and Pachon 1985. I). 
Moreover. there has been a very large increase in the total number of 
Hispanics. 

A related issue is idrntification. that is. the appropriate name or 
label to attach to a group. In this book 1 use the t m  "Latino." a l ~  
though it shauld be noted that "Hispanic' has bec,rrne widely and 
popularly accepted. Considerable, and often heated. debate har taken 
place over the more correct or appropriate name. Dtspile precedents 
for its use. several scholm have criticized "Hispanic" as a label largely 
imposed by government agencies, parlicularly the U S  Census Bureau. 
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for the sake of convenience and simplicity. The methods and cefini- 
tions used by government entities to descnbe Latinc groups in the 
United States i j  itself an important example of the social and political 
“SINClUTing ol ethnicity” (see Munoz 1989: Acuna 1988: Ginenez 
1989). 

Some have also criticized ”Hispanic” as masking the diversity within 
and between Latino groups. As such, it acts as a form of stereotyping 
(Melville 19881. The tern emphasizes. or overemphasizes. the Spnish  
or European arpects of the Latino political experience, while it deem- 
phasizes experiences in the Americas, particularly the experience of 
conquest by the United States. 

“Latino” is preferred by some because i~ strongly recognizes the 
New World, that is. the non-European aspec:s of historical experience. 
and, perhaps, because similar tems were used relatively early by 
prominent grcups. One of the Erst and najor Mexican American 
groups, the League of United Latin Anirrican Citizens (LULAC). 
formed in the 1920s in Texas, may be the best example of this. Also. 
beginning in the late nineteenth century, Cubans and Spaniard: (and 
Italians as  well) in Tampa, Florida, were generally referred to d e c -  
lively as ”Latirs” (Mormino and Pozzetta 1987). and the term’s Span- 
ish equivalent, “Latino.” was frequently used by the Spanish and Cu- 
ban populations in that area. 

Group identification is  complex and perhaps should be viewel as a 
process involving social, political. and individual dimensions. Individ- 
uals may percfive themielves to be members of a particular ethnic- 
racial group, but self-definitions emerge at  least partly, or primarily or 
even solely, in response to social and political stmctures and pclicies. 
And they are reinforced by them. Ethnic-racial identification cannot 
be simply taken for gran:ed or as a given. It IS a ”dependent variable,” 
something to be understood and explained. This need results irom the 
importance of individual designation for political and policy purposes. 

The U.S. Cmstitution (Article I. section 1. later modified t y  the 
Founeenth Amendment) specified that representation .n Congrers was 
to be determired by numbers. “which shall be determined by adding 
10 the whole humbcr of free Persons. including rhore bound to S m m  for 
a Term o/ Year:. and excluding lndimans not taxed, thrce/i/thr of a!‘ other 
persons.” Well before the rise of the major Latino interesl group. the 
U.S. Census Bireau began grappling with ways of defining groups for 
census purpom. Such practices underscore the political and social 
structuring of ethnic polilics. In short, demogaphy plays a large pan in 
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social and political delinition-and in the way and degree to which 
government, politics. and related processes are factors not adequately 
explored in U S .  political research as i t  penains to m nority grcups. 

Definition is or can ,e both enabling and delimiting -and perhaps 
both simultaneously. On the one hand, individual and group identi- 
fications may serve purposes of pride and self-esteem; self-identifica- 
lion may also serve ”slrategic” purposes, leading to greater access 10 

government programs and benefits. On the other hand, certain labels 
may serve as cues to the broader society that a group is a subcrdinate 
one, chat it cmtributen >ittle positively to society and has, perhaps, little 
to contribute. I n  any event. group labels suggest the political nature of 
issues and the difficulty in even specifying the groupis) of inteiest. 

Another issue is ethnicity in relation to other variables, panicularly 
socioeconomic ones. Political observers generally have viewed race- 
ethnicity as an “independent variable,” that is, as a variable that ex- 
plains some other phenJmenon, mch as voring. And, many rim-s, race 
and ethnicity are treattd as simple, and siatic. phenomena. It is not 

unusual, for instance, to find social science research that codes data in 
the following way: black = 1: white = 2.  This seem5 to occur both at 
the levels of political analysis, theorizing, and research and in p-actical 
or day-to-day politics. Whether it is appropriate (see Barrera 1979) to 
consider ethn!c-racial background as just another variable along with. 
or in contrasl or  opposition to, traditional socioecc,nomic mtasures 
such as education and income. in terms of inquiry has been a matter of 
substantial debate. 

Some obsmers havs claimed that at the practical political level, 
race-ethnicitf has beer made a focus of attention in order to deflect 
attention from other, perhaps more fundamental social divisiors (e.g.. 
social or economic class) and from fundamental policy questiors (e.g.. 
the distribution of weallh in society [Wolfinger 1974, 61-73]) Other 
analysts have been mole inclined to see linkages between socisl class 
and substantive pnlicy. on the one hand, and ethnic politics on the 
other. In this view, ethnic consciousness is a shorthand way d refer- 
ring to social class that avoids Americans’ distaste for the idea of class 
dist:nctions. In any event, the imerplay 01 class and race has some- 
times led t o  cmmccptual ambiguity from the standpoint of analyiis. 

Recently it has been said that “arguments about whether the real 
problem is race [ethnkiry-culture] or  class, and arguments whether 
recent u.S. racial progcss is real or a sham, are miscast. We can un- 
derstand the conditions of [ethnic-racial minorities in the United 
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State;] only by specifying the complex and changing connections among 
race and class, progress and regress. not by posing one against the 
other" (Hochschild 1988. 188: emphasis added). These questians of 
ethnicity-race and class. from the dandpoint of both the study and the 
practice of politics, are important. Yet they have often complicated our 
understanding Jf the matter. They are addrersed a number of timcs in 
later chapters. 

Another issue to think about is that of specifying and develuping 
appropriate theoretical frameworks-ways tc study or understand La- 
tino 3olitics. Political science research has not been especially hrlpful 
in this regard {again. see Avalos 1989). Thii. according to some ub- 
semen. is because the emphasis in political saence theury and research 
has been ovenvhelmingly on the txperiences of European groups in 
the nonheastern and midwestem United Stalrs. This Allantic immigra- 
tion. immigran: analogy, or Eurocentric focus doer not seem especially 
useiul for understanding Latinos or blacks ,Blauner !969; O m  and 
Winant 1986: 3arrera 1979; Garcia and de Id Garza 1977). Relatedly, 
common notions or assumptions about inleiest group, and inlerest- 
group theory. may not necessarily apply to Latinos ( i s  developed in 
Chapter 4) .  

Wiat  is suggested, then, is that understanding Lztino politics is 
challenging because of its theoretical placemsnt. According to Pachon 
(1985). for example, the Mexican American experierre differs from 
the European mmigrant experience in several ways. First, Mexican 
Americans were discriminated against on a racial hasis. while Euro- 
peans were not. Second. Mexican Americans were "associated with a 
traditionally subordinate and conquered population.'' the American 
Indians. Third, Europeans came to cities in the eastern IJnited States at 
a time when urban political machines could be used to pursue their 
interests. Mactine politics was much less common in the Southwest. 
where Mexican Americans were concentra:cd; wher: political ma- 
chines did exis:, Chicanos scored political gains. In contrast, color or 
race .jarriers have been less extreme for Mexican Americans than for 
black. 

Similarly, as Falcon (1988) points out, Imponant dilferencm be- 
tween Pueno Picans and blacks in New York City, to lake one exam- 
ple, emanate in large part from different historical experiences. "The 
eifecn of the biack experience with slavery in the Uniled States com- 
parec to the Latino colonial experience are critical to any under- 
standng of many of the cumem values and percexions of each 
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group"; and "while American blacks have developed a distinctive heri- 
tage after c h e  to four hundred years in the United States, Latinos 
come from culturally andior polilically foreign countries. Compared to 
the black rou;edness in fhe U.S. erperience, clbeit in a subordinate rela- 
tionship. Latinos have a more tendous relatiinship" (Falcon 1988, 184. 
176: emphasis added). The "distinct" and "tenuous" nature of Latino 
staius in the United States has made it difkult 10 dwelop explanatory 
frameworks appropriate to their .mique status. 

Furthermore. unique structural features have been noted in discus- 
sions of Mexican Americans reiative to other ethnic groups in the 
Uniled Stales (Glazer 1985) .  There structural features also are relevant, 
to geater or esser degrees. to Pu:rto Ricam and Cubans in the United 
Stares. One fsature is the common border, Mexico's proximity to the 
United States which would also seem imponant for Pueno R i m  and 
Cuba. Pueno Ricri is a U.S.  cormnonwealth, its citizens are US. citi- 
zen?: Cuba i: only ninety miles from the coast of Florida. A second 
feahlre is conquered territories: "that the American Southwest was 
o n e  a pan of Mexico is a reality in the listing of structural features 
eve2 if it ha! no present consequence." according to Glazer (1985). 
But some interpretations would corxtend that the long-lenn conse- 
quences of conquest have been nore impinant for Mexican Ameri- 
cans than Glazer suggess. Pueno Rico was obtained subsequent to the 
Spanish-American War and was administered as a colony for 3 num- 
ber of years: Cuba was administered by  the U.S.  government foi a brief 
penod after the same war and was subsequently closely linked to the 
U.S. government. 

Donald Horowitz (1485) has aisened that "the history of Mexicans 
in t ie  United States has two sides, and bcth are imponant." On the 
one hand, a "fairly small but significant M-xican population was en- 
caprulated" in the United States a5 a result of the war with Mexico. 
whi:h ended In 1848: its treatment "was consistent with the treatment 
of a conquered populatirm." On the nther hand. there is another, later. 
argubly mnrc important side. "v..duntary inmigration," which began 
rnos clearly coincident with the Mexican Revolution. in about 191C. 
In some respezts. then, "the history of Mexican-American immigration 
parallels that of the great voluntaty migraiionr of Europeans. phich 
took place for the most part somewhat earlier. Both push and pull. 
bott political and economic incentives played a pan. The experience of 
Me2can Americans reflects their dual origins in the United States" 
(Horowitz 1985. 70) .  
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Some scholars have placed primary emphasis on  the first side, the 
initia. contact or the cmquest aspect; others have emphasized the 
"voluntary immigration" aspect of Mexican American xesence in the 
United States. Still others argue that both side are signiicantly interre- 
lated. It has been said for instance, that the initial cnnlact of Merican 
Americans as U.S. citizens was important in "setting the stage" for later 
devebpments. Mexican Americans, and Native Americans. may have 
been seen as oxtacles to America's "manifest destiny" in a way that 
other groups, such as Orientals an i  blacks. 'were not. These different 
emphases implicitly seem to alfect how the Mexican American. and 
the broader Latino. situation has been viewed (these issues are re- 
visited later). 

A third important feature of the Mexican American situation is eco- 
nomir differences. Glazer (1 985) contends that the contemporaly 
Mexiran economic situaton in relation to the United !tares is unique 
in t h a  "no other highly ceveloped Fauntry shares a 10% land froiticr, 
or indeed any land frontkr at all. with a developing cwnlry." Pieno 
Rico. while also a developing counuy, is a U.S. entity. The significance 
of this feature regarding the Cuban population is less clear. 

Another aspect that has implications for politics seemingly inpor- 
tant b r  Latinos. yet is difficult to pin down, is their categoriz~tion. 
There are parallels between the Latino-particularly Mexican Ameri- 
can and Pueno Rican-and black situations. But Latinos have gmer- 
ally teen considered to he white hy Census Bureau cefinitions. and 
often in terms of self-definition. Yet the Latino historical experience in 
the United Statcs has diverged from that of most Anglo and other eth- 
nic groups (and the word "Anglo,' as used !n the Socthwest, flleans 
non-Hispanic white), including thoie eastern and southern Europeans 
who wttled in the Northrast and Midwest ir the laie nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. Some areas make a tripaltite distinction bc- 
Tween white. nonwhite (i.e., Mexican o r  Mexican American), and 
black, Thus ne.ther ethnicity nor race seems entirely appropriate in 
discuising Latino politics althougt "racism" has often been uscd to 
descrbe Anglo attitudes and behaviors toward various Latino groups. 

Peihaps a distinctive quality of Latino politics is thai uf cultural poli- 
tics. although a central component of culture. Ianguagr. has lessened 
in usc over time among 3ispanics. A central component of the "Chi- 
cano" Movement in the mid 19605 to mid 70s was cultural pri&, or 
cultural nationalism. This broad cullural notion seems ti, be sufficiently 
strong to maintain the nction of a Latino politics. But that notion has 
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cot been sufficiently powerful to provide a clear-cut. action-oriented 
political program. That is. culture has been a source of pride, some- 
thing precious 10 be defended against implicit and explicit denigration: 
what it has actually meant beyond this in the context of U.S. politics 
has not been made clear (Munaz 1989). Culture dues, however. seem 
to have an imponant impact in terms of political participation and pol- 
icy outcomes (see Chapters 4 and 8). 

Related to cultural politics and its somewhat dffuse. even ambig- 
uous. focus are several questions. What are the goals of Latino politics? 
Ooes Latino politics mean specific attentian to government policies and 
programs focused on the Latino population, or does it mean attention 
to general policies that are panicularly salient for Latinos because of 
their socioeconomic status? Or does it mean both? Does it mean a 
greater emphasis on iymbolic politics? Do Latinos merely have inter- 
errs like any other interest group, or do they, like other minority 
groups. raise different issues and. at least implicitly, more fundamental 
value questions? One suspecrr that they are more likely to have to do 
both. 

Part of what is implied in our discussion. then, is that Latinos are 
"different" politically (Browning. Marsha.1. and Tatb 1990: Meier and 
Stewart 1991). In many ways, a theoretically intriguing aspect of un- 
derstanding Latino politics may lie in its uniqueneis or its "between- 
ness" relative to dominant (Anglo or white) or other ethnic immigrant 
groups (e.g, the Irish and the Italians). on the one hand. and other 
minority groups (e.g., African Americans or Native Americans) on the 
other. That uniqueness has made the study of Lalino politics panic- 
ularly diffialt and elusive. For better or worse, the  discusiuns and 
analyses presented in this book reflect the intelledual elusiveness of 

An understanding of Latino politics seems to require a reliance on 
cmcepts and penpectivrr. and perhaps mrthodoh&al approaches. 
that lie sornewhrre bztwcen several cuncepla arid r.heorerical mod& 
Similarly. an understanding of Laiino politics seems tii lie between race 
and ethnicity. or race-ethnicity and clm. it reflecrs concerns for 
ecuality and community, the rrlatiun and tension between interesis 

challenge, ol Latino politics can be illustrared by the position af Latinos 
relative to t ie  other large minority group in the United States: blacks. 
By several. though not all. measures of socioeconomic status. Latinos 
fare better than blacks; this would be expected because Latinos did not 

Latinos' unique statu:. f 

i 

and values, and between symbols and substance. The uniqueness, and F 
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endure slavery and the formal diicrimination blacks experienced. But 
Latinos have had substantially less political success [tan blacks to this 
point (Welch 1990). at least in the ways that such scccess is typically 
defmed. by levels of pohical partcipation. electoral successes. and the 
like. 

One focus of this book is its attention to the unicueness ard "be- 
tween-nesses." and the resulting paradoxes and tenslons that are evi- 
dent in Latino politics. Apparent x e  the dilemmas faced by Latinos in 
terns of the group itself (or groups thernsehes). and important contex- 
tual or  politimsocial structural factors that have not been sufkiently 
emphasized in examinations of Latino politics. As pan of this, I link 
miao and macro perspectives. 

Any study of Latino politics requires thal we focus at several levels. 
We need some undelstanding of the internal dimensions of the 
group-the basic differences wittin a particular gram and the degree 
of social. ecoiornic. geographical division within the group (eg., the 
Mexican American group). A second issue requiring attention is the 
essential simi!arity, the "core qualities" of a particulz group. h third 
focus is the bases for coalitinn among several groups. for example, 
Metican Americans. Pueno Ricans. and Cubans. in the Latin3 cate- 
gar/. 

ht the broad level, the study oi Latinu politics is valuable for a vari- 
ety of reason:. A focus nn what ir often referred to as minority politics 
implies an  alternative perspectiv: on majority polit.cr-the Folitical 
aperations and activities of the U S .  "mainstream." C political system 
needs to be viewed and understood in terns of its contradictions and 
weaknesses. as well as its strengths. Latino and minority politic: brings 
attention not only to numerically smaller groups but. more imponant, 
to "rnarginalfzed" groLps and to the problem of how these groups 
practice a politics that both draw: on and challenges 4merican values. 
It is a politis that to a considerable degree seeks UI be pan of the 
mainstream but has not succecded in its cfforts and therefore often 
funztions at IX rnargiia of U.S. society and politics. -hur the r~udy of 
Latino politics leads us to examine several asurnptions and themtical 
questions in U.S. political science, 

How does our democratic theory accounl for the disadvantaged sta- 
tus of Latinos? D o  such gmups and their circurnstan:es imply a nccd 
to question or redefine nur undentanding af democracy and power? If 
so. how; if nit. why not? Considerable political and social theorizing 
has focused o n  blacks as an excrption to the broader embrace of our 
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"democratic creed." Latinos-and perhaps Native Americans and 
others-may be additional exceptonr. 

Other issue arise. Do ostensibly universal principles, such as pro- 
cedural fairness and government neutrality. hold up when applied fo 
all groups. or do they result in differentisl outcomrs and impacts? 
Whz happen5 when the activities of goverrment, which are supposed 
to be neutral at worst acd arneliontive at  bat ,  seem to maintain. rein- 
force. and perhaps worsen soaal inequrlity? Are the concepts. 
methods, measures of the study ol politics a>le accurately, adequately. 
and appropriaiely to address questions of Latino politin? 

In this book there is a perception that much of the existing scholarly 
work on Latin82 politics has been lacking in zeveral resjects. Moreover, 
there has not been sufficient effon to synthesize or critically assess the 
existing research. A goal of this work is understanding and compre- 
henrion, a goal that differs from the narrower and more common goals 
of explanation and prediction evident in much political science re- 
search. This book is trying to ex?lain something, but what is more 
impanant. it hopes to provide insights into Latino politics in the 
United States 2nd. indeed, minority politics in general. 
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